
 
 
 

Chapter Books (J) 

Beil, Michael D.  Lantern Sam and the Blue Streak Bandits. 
In 1937, ten-year-old Henry Shipley must rely on a talking cat named Lantern Sam and a kindly conductor named Clarence to help 
solve the kidnapping of a young heiress aboard the Lake Erie Shoreliner passenger train. 
 
Fitzgerald, Laura Marx.  Under the Egg. 
Her grandfather's dying words lead Theodora Tenpenny to a valuable, hidden painting she fears may be stolen, but it is her search 
for answers in her Greenwich Village neighborhood that brings a real treasure. 
 
Floca, Brian.  Locomotive. 
Come hear the hiss of the steam, feel the heat of the engine, watch the landscape race by. Come ride the rails, come cross the young 

country!  (j Picture) 
 
Fry, Michael.  The Odd Squad: Zero Tolerance. 
Simone, a new student, seems intent on stealing Molly away from Nick and the only way Nick can think to stop her is by teaming 
with his old anti-bullying ally, but that will require Nick using himself as bait--both as the bullied and bullier. 

 
Gaiman, Neil.  Fortunately, the Milk. 
While picking up milk for his children's cereal, a father is abducted by aliens and finds himself on a wild adventure through time and 
space. 

 
Gardner, Sally.  Operation Bunny. 
When Emily Vole inherits an abandoned shop, it is up to her to battle a fairy-snatching witch and get to the bottom of Operation 
Bunny. 
 

Giff, Patricia Reilly. Winter Sky. 
Almost twelve-year-old Siria, who chases fire trucks in the middle of the night to ensure her firefighter dad's safety, learns about 
bravery one winter as she tries to mend a broken friendship. 
 

Grabenstein, Chris.  Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library. 
Kyle gets to stay overnight in the new town library, designed by his hero (the famous game maker Luigi Lemoncello), with other 
students but finds that come morning he must work with friends to solve puzzles in order to escape. 
 

Jennings, Patrick.  Odd, Weird & Little. 
Befriending a very strange new student, Toulouse, helps outsider Woodrow stand up to the class bullies who have been picking on 
them both. 
 

Kelly, Lynne.  Chained. 
To work off a family debt, ten-year-old Hastin leaves his desert village in India to work as a circus elephant keeper but many 
challenges await him, including trying to keep Nandita, a sweet elephant, safe from the cruel circus owner.  
 

Paquette, A. J. Rules for Ghosting. 
Joined by a living boy whose family has recently moved into the house she haunts, Dahlia, a twelve-year-old ghost, tries to solve the 
mystery of her own death while fending off an unscrupulous ghost hunter. 
 

Salerni, Dianne K.  The Eighth Day. 
Orphan Jax Aubrey doesn't expect much on his thirteenth birthday, but when he discovers there's an extra day squeezed between 
Wednesday and Thursday whose origins are rooted in Arthurian legend, it's clear his life will never be the same. 
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Sutherland, Tui T. The Menagerie. 
When Logan Wilde wakes up to discover a baby griffin hiding under his bed, he suddenly finds himself thrown into a mystery 
involving his classmate Zoe Kahn and a magical menagerie right in the middle of his sleepy Wyoming town. 

 
Chapter Book Series (J) 
Ball, Nate.  Blast Off!  (Alien in My Pocket #1)  
Fourth-grader Zack McGee's life is turned upside-down when Amp, a tiny alien, crash-lands in his bedroom, then causes trouble at 
school while trying to get parts to repair his spaceship. 
 

Cummings, Troy.  Rise of the Balloon Goons. (The Notebook of Doom #1) 
Alexander has just moved into Stermont, but while the elementary school is being torn down, his new classroom is located in the 
hospital morgue, a notebook he finds is full of information about monsters--and everywhere he turns there are spooky balloon men 
determined to attack him. 
 

Monninger, Joseph.  Cave-In. (Stay Alive #2) 
A group of kids on a field trip on a coastal island are abandoned after an earthquake hits and the fort they are studying collapses.  
After escaping the cave-in, they realize debris from the collapse has destroyed all of their supplies. How long can they survive there?  
 
Spirit. Spirit Animals: Wild Born.  (Spirit Animals #1) 
As a dark force engulfs the land, the fate of Erdas has fallen on the shoulders of four young strangers who each have forged a rare 
bond with their spirit beasts -- a bond that gives great powers to all of them.  
 

Graphic Novels (J) 
Bolton, Chris A. SMASH: Trial by Fire. 
An action-packed graphic novel simultaneously spoofs and pays tribute to superhero lore while inspiring a new generation of 
crime fighters. 

 
Hale, Nathan.  One Dead Spy: The Life, Times, and Last Words of Nathan Hale, America's Most Famous Spy. 
Nathan Hale was America's first spy, a Revolutionary War hero who famously said 'I only regret that I have but one life to lose for my 
country" before being hanged by the British. In this series, read about history's roughest, toughest, and craziest stories in the graphic 

novel format.  (graphic nonfiction 973.3 Ha) 
 
Maihack, Mike.  Cleopatra in Space: Target Practice. 
When a young Cleopatra (yes, THAT Cleopatra) finds a mysterious tablet that zaps her to the far, REALLY far future, she learns of an 
ancient prophecy that says she is destined to save the galaxy from the tyrannical rule of the evil Xaius Octavian. 
 

Non-Fiction 

Agnone, Julie Vosburgh.  What in the World? Fun-tastic Photo Puzzles for Curious Minds. 
This book turns cool photos into fun-filled visual games. Fun facts and nuggets of information will be sprinkled throughout, so kids 
learn while they're having fun. (793 Ag) 
 

DK Publishing.  It Can’t be True! 
Packed full of astounding records, mind-boggling stats, and incredible illustrations, It Can't be True is a unique and fascinating source 

of discovery and inspiration for curious minds.  (031 It) 
 

Jennings, Ken.  Greek Mythology. 
Provides facts on the classic myths of the Greeks and Romans, from how Prometheus outsmarted the gods to how Achilles's heel led 

to his death.  (292.13 Je) 
 
Rusch, Elizabeth.  Eruption! Volcanoes and the Science of Saving Lives. 
An account of the work of volcanologists Andy Lockhart, John Pallister, and their team describes their life-risking efforts to 

investigate dangerous volcanoes that pose threats to more than one billion people worldwide.  (551.21 Ru) 
 
 
 


